The integration of space and time into a spatiotemporal framework enables us to obtain unprecedented information and knowledge to tackle many challenging scientific questions and engineering problems. The key to such enablement is our capability to analyze, fuse, mine, learn, simulate, and visualize patterns and relationships embedded in Big Spatiotemporal Data. The past few years have seen significant advancements in this critical research field, with increasing numbers of publications and engagement with many research domains. I will address the following aspects in the talk: a) the fundamentals of the Big Spatiotemporal Data Analytics lie in utilizing domain knowledge and applied mathematics to foster spatiotemporal thinking; b) many existing tools are useful for delivering functionalities for processing Big Spatiotemporal Data; however, new analytics (algorithms, tools, and software) are needed to obtain integrated and actionable information and knowledge; c) the domains enabled by Big Spatiotemporal Data Analytics are quite diverse, ranging from social, medical, physical, economic, and cognitive fields to the spatial sciences, and this interdisciplinarity creates an opportunity for GIS research to make cross-cutting contributions to discovering new knowledge and to addressing grand engineering challenges; d) computing techniques are a key to enable and improve the efficiency of Big Spatiotemporal Data Analytics given the intensity of data volume and processing as well as the complexities of spatiotemporal principles, and patterns embedded in the Big Spatiotemporal Data; and e) the challenges call for a series of innovations in spatiotemporal thinking, algorithms, tools, models, software, and applications to drive a new generation of GIS that can improve our daily lives.
